Generation Plan MLM Software
Generation Plan, also called as Gap Commission Plan or Repurchase Plan, is completely based
on product selling. The products of downline members are promoted by the sponsors or uplines
and they in-turn benefit from bonuses and compensations when specific targets are met.

How Does the Generation Plan Work?
In this plan, a generation involves a distributor and his/her customers. The organisation splits the
generation into levels according to organisational policies. Members get bonuses based on the
levels. For example, a generation consisting of 500 members may be split into three levels and
members get to earn certain percentage revenue (let us say 15% on the first level, 10% on the
second level and 5% on the third level) on each level.
Generation MLM plan is purely based on product selling. It is rather a motivational product selling
where every distributor motivates their downlines for the sale of the products and thus gets
bonuses and incentives on the specific target achievement.
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Compensations in Generation MLM Software
1. Generation Bonus
The sponsor earns generation bonus a percentage of sales made from the generation groups.

2. Referral Bonus
This is the bonus received for recruiting new members to the tree.

3. Team Sales Bonus
This bonus is received when the team achieves a specific sales target.

4. Retail Commission
This commission is the difference between the retail price and wholesale price. It is received by
the distributors as commission from the sales done.

Advantages of Generation Plan
This plan helps in saving money on advertisements as the members become your advertising
media.
This is one of the strongest compensation plans with high earning potential.
Being simple, it's easy to explain this plan to the new joining members.
This is a good plan to bring up teamwork in your MLM business which will improve the product
sales.
In this plan, you will only have to focus on your money leg. Your other leg, which is the power
leg, will grow automatically as your uplines will be building it.

Why Hybrid MLM for Generation MLM plan ?
In Generation plan, the compensation earned is totally dependent on organisational rules and
regulations. So it is important you get a very good Generation MLM plan software as there are lots
of software companies that may provide one at cheap price but will not be good enough in
achieving your business goals.
Our Generation MLM Plan Software provides an internet-based workstation for the monitoring of
income and expenditure of customers by business administrations who are involved in the MultiLevel Marketing. We provide all the latest features required to maximise the profitability of your
business as well as to promote product sales and market growth at all levels.
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